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You or a loved one have been injured in an accident. You have a lot of questions about your legal
rights and how you should handle this situation. This book is a great resource that will answer many
of your questions and get you started in knowing what steps to take as you move forward. The
author is a lawyer who has experience in personal injury cases and Workers' Compensation claims.
He shares his insights on how to deal with the insurance companies, the medical community, and
the legal process. After reading this book, you will be much better equipped to get a favorable
outcome on your case.
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Florida attorney/author Wade Benjamin Coye is a practicing attorney admitted to the Florida, New
York, District of Columbia and Michigan Bar Associations. He represents consumers and small
businesses in insurance and injury Law cases and formed Coye Law Firm as a consumer focused
practice handling personal injury, workers compensation, wrongful death, and insurance claims. His
cases have included large verdicts against major corporations. His clients are from throughout the
United States, Europe and South America. He graduated from the University at Buffalo Law School
with honors. Wade is also a licensed private pilot with an instrument rating. Credentials
aplenty!Wadeâ€™s impressive background makes his warm and encouraging message stated n his
introduction even more meaningful: â€™ Letâ€™s face it, weâ€™re human. Accidents and injuries
are going to happen at some point or another, and sometimes it is no oneâ€™s fault. There are
times, however, when someone has been negligent, careless, foolish, or in some way at fault. At
those times, if you have had an injury, you have a â€œpersonal injury.â€• Personal injury law is

designed to protect and compensate you if you are injured or harmed because of someone
elseâ€™s negligence. I wrote this book to familiarize consumers about the law and to offer practical
suggestions should you suffer a personal injury. As helpful as the Internet may be, fact is, there is
no substitute for getting advice from a skilled and experienced personal injury attorney. Personal
injury law is not a perfect system or easy to navigate, but it is the only system available to you in
order to receive compensation for your unfortunate injuries or losses.

The author is a legal professional who practices law in his law firm in Florida U S. In the book he
shares his knowledge and gives general advice on Personal Injury claims to his reader. Many times
people have multiple areas of the law that need considering after an injury. He is admitted to
practice in Florida, New York, Michigan and the District of Columbia.Personal Injury law is designed
to protect and compensate if a person is injured or harmed; has losses because of someone else's
negligence. The value of the book :* It educates on perils and pitfalls of the personal injury system.*
It clarifies how to assess and evaluate damages and value of losses.* Points out the documentation
valued and the letter of protection.* Points out the insurance system and coverage.* Stimulates
awareness of risk management: the knowns and the unknowns.* Shows specifics with comparisons
in health insurance plans.* Explains Worker's Compensation.* Every case is unique.Coye's building
blocks for his discussions:* Building a case knowing the truths, secrets and lies.* Types of
insurance coverage.* Showing the truths.* Types of cases.* Steps and measures to be taken in the
case investigation.* Role players: police, witnesses, taking pictures.* Restoration and replacement
process: vehicle reparation or replacement; losses- diminution of value, settlement or sue, and
demand.* Court process: choosing a lawyer, cost, assembling of legal team.* Payments: social
disability, worker's compensation, personal injury claim.

Sharing the Secrets, Learning the Lies, A guide to Florida Personal Injury is an e-book written by by
Wade Coye.The volume opens with a Disclaimer stating that â€œUse and access to this material
does not create an attorney-client relationship between The Coye Law Firm and the user reader.â€•
Then: 1. Introduction offers pertinent remarks about personal injuries and explains that although
imperfect, the existent Personal injury law is the only means of receiving compensation for
unfortunate injuries sustained. It further includes a sentence: â€œTo my fellow attorneys, I wrote this
book to help consumers; it is not a how-to book, and I welcome feedback that will help better
educate everyone about the perils and pitfalls of the personal injury system.â€• The Disclaimer again
is presented.Following this introductory material a seemingly almost endless enumeration of the

factors involved are supplied. Included: the necessity to take pictures, measurements, note specific
details such as on site construction and find witnesses if possible; need to obtain an accurate
diagnosis and treatment plan of the injury quickly; realize what is involved in medical bills immediate, follow-up and possibly recurring, or even the need to realize that some may be acquired
only later when latent sequelae appear; evaluate physicians involved in ensuing treatment, the
possible requirement of more extensive and/or expensive treatment or therapy and their method of
payment; e.g., willingness to take assignment of the case with or without a â€œLetter of
Protectionâ€•; discover when and how the payment is to be made as well as who pays. And here
again there are a multitude of organizations involved, the Emergency team, the hospital, Medicare,
Medicaid, Workmanâ€™s Compensation and almost countless possible insurance companies.
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